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Abstract— Captcha is a popular real user detection or 

technical autobot / robot used on websites for Desktops 

rejection. Captcha is also being used in some mobile 

websites. Captcha difficult to read on your smartphone and 

laptop screens. Users trapped zoom in / zoom out to read 

and fill out the captcha and other required fields. User‟s old 

elderly are more difficult to see and enter the Captcha. 

Therefore, there is a strong need for imaging techniques 

based image code as easy to detect the actual users and to 

prevent tools autobot / robot, which are used to exploit the 

website databases. In this research have proposed a 

alternative / visual graph for captcha. In this research, we 

are proposing the development of a new technique captcha 

as facilitating the user to enter a code graphic image instead 

of captcha text based. Users will see a complete picture and 

a piece of the image (sub-image) the. User will have to tap 

the image area, which coincides with the piece (sub-image). 

In addition, the system will crop the image of that particular 

area of a particular size, which will then be sent to the server 

for authentication real user. Server side corresponds to the 

piece with the cropped image (which is a user input). If 

chunk corresponds to the cropped image, the user will be 

marked a real user, otherwise a new code similar image will 

be sent to the user for re-authentication. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Many websites and mobile applications use CAPTCHAs, or 

Completely Automated Public Turing tests to tell Computers 

and Humans Apart, in an attempt to block automated 

interactions with their sites. These efforts may be crucial to 

the success of these sites in various ways. For example, 

Gmail improves its service by blocking access to automated 

spammers, eBay improves its marketplace by blocking bots 

from flooding the site with scams, and Facebook limits 

creation of fraudulent profiles used to spam honest users or 

cheat at games. The most widely used CAPTCHA 1 

schemes use combinations of distorted characters and 

obfuscation techniques that humans can recognize but that 

may be difficult for automated scripts. 

Captchas are sometimes called “Reverse Turing 

tests”: because they are intended to allow a computer to 

determine if a remote client is human or not. In spite of their 

importance, their extremely widespread use, and a growing 

number of research studies there is currently no systematic 

methodology for designing or evaluating captcha. In fact, as 

we substantiate by thorough study, many popular websites 

still rely on schemes that are vulnerable to automated 

attacks. For example, our automated Decaptcha tool breaks 

the Wikipedia scheme, illustrated in figure 1, approximately 

25% of the time, 13 out of 15 of the most widely used 

current schemes are similarly vulnerable to automated attack 

by our tool. Therefore, there is a clear need for a 

comprehensive set of design and testing principles that will 

lead to more robust captchas. While fine previous work 

suggests that captcha security depends on preventing 

segmentation, we find in our study that relying on 

segmentation alone does not provide reliable defense against 

automated attacks. For example, it is possible to exploit the 

fact that the captcha length is fixed to make an educated 

guess where to segment the captcha, even if its anti-

segmentation technique can‟t be broken directly. We found 

that this type of attacks apply to numerous captcha schemes, 

including eBay and Baidu. 

Reflecting on techniques described in the literature, 

available machine-learning techniques available vision 

algorithms, and our own experience with captcha analysis, 

we divide the automated captcha-solving process into five 

generic steps: pre-processing, segmentation, post-

segmentation, recognition, and post-processing. While 

segmentation, the separation of a sequence of characters into 

individual characters, and recognition, identifying those 

characters, are intuitive and generally understood, there are 

good reasons for considering the additional pre-processing 

and post-processing steps as part of a standard process. For 

example, preprocessing can remove background patterns or 

eliminate other additions to the image that could interfere 

with segmentation, while post-segmentation steps can “clean 

up” the segmentation output by normalizing the size of each 

image or otherwise performing steps distinct from 

segmentation. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

GoranMartinovic and ZdravkoKrpic have proposed 

Advanced Character Collage CAPTCHA; in this paper the 

generation of CAPTCHA through a series of unique creation 

steps was shown. It carefully analyzed features in order to 

increase human recognition rate as well as to reduce 

computer recognition rate. Several tests were conducted for 

the evaluation of the degree of recognition. They have 

mentioned some novel ideas might be possible for Captcha 

implementation. Tapan Chauhan and Nisha Shah have made 

some surveys based on captcha in A Novel Captcha Study 

based on Image Selection Scheme, as per their finding, there 

were some problem, it is solved in this paper. M. Gopala 

Krishnan and S. Saravana have developed the method for 

verification of Parts Using Digital Image Processing in 

Machine Vision In this paper a technique to detect the 

presence or absence of the parts in various images is been 

proposed. The inspection was done by using template 

matching and cross correlation in digital image processing. 

In the template matching technique, the image of the object 

to be inspected is compared with a reference image and the 

pattern matching was used to recognize and/or locate 

specific objects in an image. Correlation provides a direct 

measure of the similarity between two images. NitishaPayal, 

Nidhi Chaudhary and Parma NandAstya have worked on 

JigCAPTCHA: An Advanced Image-based Captcha 

Integrated with Jigsaw Piece Puzzle using Ajax. In this 

paper a JIGSAW puzzle based CAPTCHA („JigCaptcha‟) is 
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introduced. It introduced a drag and drop image based 

CAPTCHA by integrating image-based CAPTCHA with 

AJAX and JIGSAW puzzle for the easy access of web 

services in lesser time. Drag and drop methods are found to 

be of much interest rather than that of writing the matching 

text by using intellectual mind. V. Sridhar have proposed 

Illiterates with Image Based Password Authentication for 

Touch screen  In this paper authors make use of an onboard 

computer which has many input and output ports. Their 

system provided a user-friendly environment for the users 

with a kind of image interaction. Paper was designed such to 

provide a security system based on images and touch screen 

module. Rajinder Kaur and Er. Kanwalpreet Singh have 

performed comparative analysis and Implementation of 

Image Encryption Algorithms. In this paper the survey on 

image encryption techniques. They proposed three different 

image encryption techniques for colour image. Their 

security analysis covered histogram analysis, correlation 

analysis, and entropy analysis. The advantage of a New 

Image Encryption Approach Using Block Based 

Transformation Algorithm, is that it reproduced the original 

image with no loss of information. For the encryption and 

decryption process they used a blowfish algorithm. Their 

proposed algorithm was in the best performance; the lowest 

correlation and had the highest entropy. They found that 

selective encryption is faster as compared to the full 

encryption of the data. 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

On smart phone devices, typing becomes a tedious task for 

the old aged or most of middle aged people. Captcha is also 

one entity which has to be watched and typed following the 

captcha text. Captcha images are also create difficulty to 

view them. Almost half of users fill the wrong captcha at 

first attempt, because it is difficult to view. Captcha is a 

popular real user detection or autobot/robot rejection 

technique used in websites for Desktops. Captcha is also in 

use in some of the mobile websites. Captcha are difficult to 

read on the smartphone and portable computer screens. 

Users stuck in zooming in/zooming out while reading and 

filling the captcha and other required fields. Old aged users 

feel it more difficult to view and type the Captcha. So, there 

is a strong need of image based easy captcha-like technique 

to detect the real users and to avoid the autobot/robot tools, 

which are used to exploit the website databases. 

IV. PROPOSED MODEL 

Our Proposed model is a visual alternate to captcha. Under 

this research, we are proposing the development of a new 

captcha-like technique which will use image based captcha-

like technique. Users will see a full image and a chunk from 

the image (sub-image). User will have to select on the image 

area, which matches the chunk (sub-image). Further, the 

system will crop the image to that particular area in some 

particular size, which will be then forwarded to the server 

for the real-user authentication. Server side will match the 

chunk with the cropped image (which is a user input). If 

chunk is matched with the cropped image, the user will be 

marked a real user, otherwise a new captcha-like will be sent 

to the user for re-authentication. 

V. METHODOLOGY 

These are the simple steps that have been followed for 

proper implementation.   

1) In this research we will focus on an image 

processing technique which will replace the 

captcha. 

2) In this technique we will take a picture (let‟s say an 

image of 200 x 200 pixels size). 

3) We will take a sub image from that image from 

anywhere in the image (let‟s say 50 x 50 pixels 

image size from left-top corner). 

4) This sub image would be processed using various 

image processing technique. The image processing 

techniques like grayscale, compression, blur, noise 

addition and others would be applied on the sub 

image. 

5) Image Processing at Step (4) will assure that the 

sub image and original image will not find any 

similarity between those two. 

6) No image matching technique should be able to 

match the sub image and original image after the 

processing at step (4). 

7) The processed sub image should be visible and 

identical to the human eye but not to the 

robotic/automatic image matching methods. 

8) The processed sub image, original image, and 

original sub image can be called as an "image 

group". 

9) The "image group" can be used in sign-up page, 

login page, other registration pages or somewhere 

else. 

10) Now this processed sub image and original image 

can be sent to the user side on the place of captcha. 

11) The user will be prompted to make a selection on 

the original image on the part which is similar to 

the sub image. 

12) If sub image is of a size 50 x 50 pixels, then user 

would be given a flexibility that he make a 

selection of approx 80 x 80 pixels(Fig 2,3,4). 

13) After making the selection and filling other 

required fields, the user will press the 

register/submit/signup/any-other button. 

14) After user will submit the form by pressing the 

button, the user selection will be cropped to the 

size. 

15) User selection which was done at step (12), and 

cropped at step (14), will be sent to the server. 

16) Server will then match the cropped image (which is 

a user selection), with the original sub image. 

17) Original sub image is the original sub image, which 

it was before processing. 

18) This match between "user selection cropped sub-

image" with original sub image would be made by 

using any effective template matching method. 

19) The template matching will be made on the basis of 

percentage. 

20) A minimum percentage for a successful match be 

decided. 

21) The match would be called true if meets the equal 

or more than minimum matching percentage 

clause. 
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22) The match would be called false if does not meet 

the minimum matching percentage clause. 

23) The result i.e. "true" or "false" would be returned to 

the user. 

VI. FLOW OF PROPOSED SYSTEM  

 
Fig. 1: Diagrammatic Flow of proposed system. 

VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

Proposed System implemented in MATLAB. MATLAB 

(Matrix Laboratory) is a multi-paradigm numerical 

computing environment and fourth-generation programming 

language. Developed by Math Works, MATLAB allows 

matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data, 

implementation of algorithms, creation of user interfaces, 

and interfacing with programs written in other languages, 

including C, C++, Java, and  Fortran. 

Powerful operations can be performed using just one or two 

commands. We can build up our own set of functions for a 

particular application. Excellent graphics facilities are 

available, and the pictures can be inserted into Word 

documents. 

MATLAB had around one million users across 

industry and academia. MATLAB users come from various 

backgrounds of engineering, science, and economics. 

MATLAB is widely used in academic and research 

institutions as well as industrial enterprises. 

The MATLAB application is built around the 

MATLAB language, and most use of MATLAB involves 

typing MATLAB code into the Command Window (as an 

interactive mathematical shell), or executing text files 

containing MATLAB code, including scripts and/or 

functions. 

 
Fig. 2: Random Image Selection 

 
Fig. 3: Random Cropping to Create Sub-Image 

 
Fig. 4: Sending Full Image & Processed Sub-image to Client 

 
Fig. 5: Selection of Suitable Portion of Image 
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Fig. 6: Final Decision 

The Selection of the image for verification must be 

in proper size. If User selects the medium crop section (Fig 

7), It will be valid user. And if he/she select the small or 

large crop section (Fig 4 and Fig 5), It will be Invalid User. 

 
Fig. 7: Medium Crop section. 

 
Fig. 8: Small Crop section 

 
Fig. 9: Large Crop section 

VIII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

Captcha is a popular real user detection or autobot/robot 

rejection technique used in websites for Desktops. Captcha 

is also in use in some of the mobile websites. Captcha are 

difficult to read on the smartphone and portable computer 

screens. Users stuck in zooming in/zooming out while 

reading and filling the captcha and other required fields. Old 

aged users feel it more difficult to view and type the 

captcha. So, there is a strong need of image based easy 

captcha-like technique to detect the real users and to avoid 

the autobot/robot tools, which are used to exploit the 

website databases. 

I have developed more capable and easy-to-use 

visual captcha. Under this research,I have developed a new 

captcha-like technique which is using image based captcha. . 

The results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed 

scheme. Also the proposed scheme has been verified for the 

randomization of the captcha image selections and 

executions. 

In the future, the proposed captcha scheme can be 

enhanced using other possible graphical schemes for user 

verification or authentication. The proposed catpcha scheme 

can be tested with a large number of image datasets and 

some other specific and more compatible datasets can be 

used to create higher image randomization. Also the scheme 

can be modified for the image cropping module. A new and 

easy image cropping method for user end can be also 

proposed. 
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